
By purchasing and/or downloading products from Kraftgineer Sudio, you agree to 

abide by the End-User License Agreement outlined below. This document constitutes 

the complete agreement between you and Kraftgineer Studio.

1. Copyrights Policy 

The SVG/design and the accompanying materials are copyrighted and contain 

proprietary information and trade secrets belonging to Kraftgineer/Kraftgineer 

Studio. Copyrights to all designs remain the property of Karina Reynozo at 

www.kraftgineer.com and all its subsections (Kraftgineer, Kraftgineer Studio 

and any other subsection) Unauthorized copying of the Product even if modified, 

merged, or included with other software, or of the written materials, is 

expressly forbidden. You will be held legally responsible for any infringement of 

the Kraftgineer intellectual property rights that is caused or encouraged by your 

failure to abide by the terms of this Agreement. 

2. User Licenses and Uses

Copyrights to all designs are retained by Karina Reynozo at www.kraftgineer.com 

and all its subsections (Kraftgineer, Kraftgineer Studio and any other subsection 

with all rights reserved.

a. Terms for both PERSONAL and COMMERCIAL Use: 

i. Allowed uses for Personal and Commercial Use License

1. You may create a copy of the purchased designs on an external drive or 

CD/DVD that is ONLY owned by you and used expressly by you for backup/

archival purposes. If a commercial license was purchased you may save 

the backup copy in the licensed business external drive or CD/DVD.

2. You may display your finished product online at a size no grader than 

600px(72dpi)

3. You may submit your final creations for publication but proper credit 

(to Kraftgineer Studio) must be provided. See 2.a.ii.10.

ii. Uses NOT AUTHORIZED with the PERSONAL or COMMERCIAL Use License

1. You cannot resale, copy, share, or distribute in any way (via internet, 

retail locations or any other venue) any of the designs or derivatives 

of the designs. This includes any media, printed, JPEGS, PNGs, digitized 

embroidery items, etc.

2. You cannot modify, reproduce, alter or create derivative works from any 

of the designs for the purpose of resale, distribution or claiming them 

as your own in any format. Tracing an item does not mean you “created 

it.”

3. Freebies are considered Personal Use license and require the purchase of 

a commercial use license.

4. You cannot create templates of any kind for the purpose of sharing or 

selling.

5. You cannot use the designs make patterns, brushes or tubes for resale or 

distribution

6. You cannot use the image to make commercial items such as print yourself 

invitations/tags/bottle caps/etc. All items sold must be a physical item 

composing of more than just the design. Car and wall decals are the 

exception. See 2.a.ii.2.

7. You cannot use print services such as CafePress.

8. You cannot upload the design to any file sharing websites for any 

purpose. This includes Facebook groups and minus.com.

9. You cannot use the designs for any harmful, racial, pornographic or 

offensive material.



10. You cannot submit templates or pre-made pages for publication 

using any of the designs. You may publish your final work given 

proper credit. See item 2.a.i.3.

b. Personal Use License:

When you purchase “Personal Use” for any of the designs, the purchased design 

is licensed to you only, for a single user, non-transferable, cannot be 

resold, exchanged, redistributed or transferred. Personal License is NOT 

FOR COMMERCIAL USE. You may not profit it anyway; cash, rewards, promoting, 

advertising, credit or any other form of profit. Absolutely NO COMMERCIAL 

activity using Kraftgineer Studio designs without a commercial license.

i. Allowed Uses for Personal Use License

1. You can use the purchased design in the partial creation or whole 

creation of your personal projects. You may use the purchase design 

to create your own project on any surface such as paper, photographs, 

wood signs, printed material, T-shirts, scrapbook pages, cards, gifts 

and other surfaces where the image is a fixed size and will only be for 

PERSONAL use.

2. You may use the purchased design to create other digital items or other 

scalable drawings provided that such files are only used by the person 

licensed to use the design. See 2.a.ii.2, 2.a.ii.6-2.a.ii.8.

3. You may print the design or have the design printed by a third party 

(such as a copy place) for your own PERSONAL use. SEE 2.a.ii.7.

4. You may make MINOR alterations and/or modifications, recolor or resize 

the purchased design for your own PERSONAL use. 

5. Examples of personal uses permitted: family birthday/party invites, 

personal scrapbook/garage sale flyers/stationary, family gifts.

ii. Uses NOT AUTHORIZED with the Personal Use License

1. See section 2.a.ii

2. YOU CANNOT use the designs to produce ANY physical or digital item for 

commercial purposes or sell on Etsy, Ebay or any other retail outlet. 

Not even if you got the design as a freebie.

3. You cannot use any of the designs for profit. If you are donating an 

item to an auction, even if it’s charity it is considered commercial use 

and not personal.

4. You cannot use the design on a promotional item to promote your business 

or anyone else’s business. This requires a commercial license 

5. You cannot make an item for someone else if they pay you “just for 

materials” it is considered commercial use, it must be 100% a gift. 

c. Limited Commercial Use License:

Limited Commercial use up to 100 items allows you to sell up to 100 items of 

the file you purchased. You can sell through Etsy, Craft Show, Ebay, etc but 

NOT upload sites like CafePress. You may NOT sell the file itself. When you 

purchase “Commercial Use” for any of the designs, the purchased design is 

licensed to you only and your store. 

i. Allowed Uses for the Commercial Use License 

1. All terms of use for personal use are applicable if you decide to use 

the design for personal purposes even if you purchased commercial use. 

An example would be if you purchased commercial use but want to gift 

an item with the design to your sister, since it is a gift it does not 

count towards your number of allowed items.

2. You can use the purchased design in the partial creation or whole 

creation of your commercial projects. You may use the purchase design 

to create your project on any surface such as paper, photographs, wood 

signs, printed material, T-shirts, scrapbook pages, cards, gifts, vinyl 



decals and other surfaces where the image is a fixed size as long as you 

are within the items allowed limit.

3. You may use the purchased design to create other digital items or other 

scalable drawings provided that you sell ONLY the finished item and not 

the design itself. By “create” we mean you can combine a Kraftgineer 

Design with one of your other designs as long as the Kraftgineer Studio 

design is not majorly altered.

4. You may print or have the design printed by a third party (such as a 

copy place) for commercial use as long as you are selling a finished 

product and not just a print out of the design. See 2.a.ii.6-2.a.ii.8.

5. You may make MINOR alterations and/or modifications, recolor or resize 

the purchased design for commercial use only for your finished product. 

6. You may use any of the designs for profit. If you are donating an item 

to an auction, even if it’s charity it is considered commercial and 

counts towards your number of allowed items.

7. You may use the design on a promotional item to promote your business or 

anyone else’s business, this form of use also counts towards your number 

of allowed items.

8. You may create an item for someone else if they pay you “just for 

materials” but it will be considered commercial use and counts towards 

your number of allowed items, it must be 100% a gift to be considered 

personal use. 

ii. Uses NOT AUTHORIZED with the Commercial Use License

1. See section 2.a.ii

2. No mass producing of any kind.

3. Third Party

You may not provide the image/svg or make it accessible to any third parties.

4. Embedding

No Embedding.

5. Modifications

You may make MINOR alterations and/or modifications, recolor or resize the 

purchased design for your own PERSONAL use. 

You may not modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble, 

or create derivative works based on any of designs by Kraftgineer Studio for the 

purpose of resale, distribution or claiming them as your own in any format with 

prior written consent. 

6. Custom Designs and Exclusive designs

You can contact us to request a custom or exclusive design. A design requirements 

and details of the license will agreed upon in a contract. We are happy to work 

with you and meet all your needs.

7. Crediting the Designer

Please be sure to credit Designer when needed. Use Kraftgineer Studio @ 

Kraftgineer.com, Product Name and Element. 

8. Termination 

This Agreement is effective until terminated. This Agreement will terminate 

automatically without notice if you fail to comply with any provision contained 

herein. Upon termination, you must destroy any material/designs, the Product, and 

all copies of them, in part and in whole, including modified copies, if any.


